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1 Introduction

WebAssembly is a recent web standard [4] designed to provide a portable execution environment. As of the time of writing, more than 40 languages support WebAssembly as a compilation target. Initially targeted at running inside Web browsers, WebAssembly can nowadays be run in a multitude of runtimes targeting various usages, ranging from cloud applications to IoT devices [1].

Tooling for WebAssembly is gaining traction. The WebAssembly website lists a number of mature tools for compiler writers. The research community has produced tools to perform dynamic analysis of WebAssembly [2] and to fuzz implementations of WebAssembly [3]. In terms of static analysis, there exists a simple prototype plugin for IDA Pro to load WebAssembly modules, as well as a code size profiler that is able to construct call graphs. However, both of these tools are not in active development.

In this presentation, we will present our work on WASSAIL, a static analysis library for WebAssembly. Our goal is to facilitate the development of various static analyses for WebAssembly, by providing a set of useful building blocks from which analyses can be constructed. We aim to support both lightweight static analyses such as code querying, as well as heavyweight static analyses such as dataflow analyses. WASSAIL is still in an early development phase and we are interested in feedback from the community to steer its future development.

2 Design Overview

Figure 1 depicts the current design of WASSAIL. Boxes indicate the main library modules made available by WASSAIL, while text fields represent the various datatypes that represent intermediate or final analysis results.

Given a WebAssembly file, Wasm_module loads the file and constructs a value of type Wasm_module.t that represents the static description of the loaded module. To ensure compatibility with the WebAssembly standard, all of the parsing is handled by the reference implementation provided alongside the WebAssembly standard, which is written in OCaml just like WASSAIL. Once a Wasm_module.t has been constructed, multiple analyses phases can be run. We describe these phases and illustrate them with real-world usage examples.

2.1 Counting Instructions

As a first example phase, the Instructions_counter module implements a lightweight analysis that solely depends on the initial description of a WebAssembly module. It counts
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Figure 1. Design of WASSAIL
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how often each instruction appears in the WebAssembly module, and can be used for simple code inspection. This analysis can process large binaries fairly quickly: early experiments show that binaries of several megabytes can be analysed in a matter of seconds.

2.2 Call Graphs

From the WebAssembly module, it is possible to derive an approximate call graph by inspecting call and call indirect instructions. This is what the CallGraph analysis phase does. Call graphs can then be exported in a visual representation, where nodes denote functions with their index, and edges denote possible calls, as depicted on the left of Figure 2.

2.3 Control-Flow Graphs

Most heavyweight analyses require control-flow graphs to be computed beforehand. This is handled by the CfgBuilder module, which returns a value of type Cfg.t. Control-flow graphs are annotated with extra information, initially of type unit to represent the absence of annotation, which is filled by later analysis phases. The right part of Figure 2 depicts an example call graph extracted by WASSAIL.

2.4 Dataflow Analyses

WASSAIL supports expressing dataflow analyses on the CFGs computed by the previous phases. These analyses will produce a CFG annotated with the new information that has been computed. In practice, while an intra-procedural dataflow analysis can work at the level of a single CFG, inter-procedural analyses may benefit from being run on all CFGs in a bottom-up manner according to the call-graph. This is supported by WASSAIL as well.

Stack Specification Analysis A first dataflow analysis infers the specification of the WebAssembly stack; annotating each instruction with the shape of the stack before and after it has executed, and assigning unique names to each of the stack locations. To illustrate this, the comments among the example instructions below correspond to the output of this phase:

```assembly
;; push 0 on the stack
i32.const 32 ;; annot: [const_0]

;; push first local on the stack
local.get 0 ;; annot: [local_0, const_0]

;; add the two top values of the stack
i32.add ;; annot: [add_0]
```

Taint Analysis Given the specification of the stack computed by the stack specification analysis, the taint analysis phase assigns to each unique name a set of taints denoting the information it may contain. A prior publication [5] describes the taint analysis in detail.

3 Conclusion

This presentation will cover the current design of WASSAIL and aims at fostering discussion on the necessary tooling infrastructure to support the needs of WebAssembly users and researchers. We will greatly appreciate feedback from the audience on how to increase the usefulness of WASSAIL for the community.
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